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MONTE CARLO MODELING OF ELECTRONUCLEARPROCESSES IN EXPERIMENTAL ACCELERATORDRIVEN SYSTEMS�Aleksander PolanskiThe Andrzej Soªtan Institute for Nulear Studies05-400 Otwok-Swierk, Poland(Reeived Deember 29, 1999)The paper presents results of Monte Carlo modeling of an experimentalAelerator Driven System (ADS), whih employs a subritial assemblyand a 660 MeV proton aelerator operating at the Laboratory of NulearProblems of the Joint Institute for Nulear Researh in Dubna. The mix ofoxides (PuO2 + UO2) MOX fuel designed for the reator will be adoptedfor the ore of the assembly. The present oneptual design of the experi-mental subritial assembly in Dubna is based on the ore with a nominalunit apaity of 30 kW (thermal). This orresponds to the multipliationoe�ient ke� = 0:945 and the aelerator beam power of 1 kW.PACS numbers: 28.50.Qd, 28.41.Kw, 28.90.+i1. IntrodutionAs the �rst step in the studies of harateristis of ADS, a metalliweapon grade plutonium fuel was proposed. (�Pluton� projet [1-7℄). But,the results of alulations have shown that MOX fuel (25%PuO2+75%UO2)is better than metalli plutonium for this subritial assembly.The proposed ADS faility onsists of: a 660 MeV proton aelerator,beam bending magnets , a spallation target with di�erent materials, a sub-ritial ore based on MOX fuel elements, re�etors, onrete shielding, on-trol and auxiliary systems.2. Main harateristis of the installationThe shemati layout of the subritial assembly is presented in Fig. 1.The assembly is driven by the 0.1�2 �A proton urrent from the 660MeV phasotron. Main parameters of the ADS faility are given in Table I.� Presented at the NATO Advaned Researh Workshop, Krzy»e, Poland2�4 September 1999. (95)
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Fig. 1. Subritial assembly sheme (sizes are given in m). TABLE IMain parameters of the ADS faility:Max. proton beam energy 660 MeVMax. beam power 1.2 kWProton energy deviation 6 MeVMax. beam intensity 2 1013 p/sNumber of protons per pulse 0.8 1011Repetition rate 250 HzPulse length (fwhm) 20 �sPulse mirostruture:Bunh length 10 nsInterval between bunhes 70 nsNumber of bunhes per pulse 300ke� 0.945Energeti gain 30Max. neutron intensity 6.34 1015 n/sMax �ssion power 36 kWDensity of �ssile material 10.96 g=m3The full length of a fuel element 70 mCore length of a fuel element 50 mCore diameter 50 mFuel load 524.33 kgFissile material (25%PuO2 + 75%UO2)



Monte Carlo Modeling of Eletronulear Proesses in : : : 97The proton beam is transported horizontally to the target through avauum trak provided with a onrete shielding. The proton beam interatswith the target plaed in a steel tube. The target is surrounded by a blanketontaining MOX fuel. The fuel is plaed in a stainless steel vessel. Theore is surrounded by a re�etor and onrete shielding. The target andfuel elements are ooled by helium. To measure the spetra of the neutronsleaving the subritial assembly, we propose to use a spetrometrial methodof neutrons slowing down time in a blok of lead. The fuel designed for thefast breeder BN-350 reator will be adopted for the ore of the assembly.The fuel elements with external diameter equal to 6.9 mm are loated ina triangular grid. The full length of a fuel element with its end details isabout 70 m, when the ore length is 50 m. The fuel element onsistsof a stainless steel tube 0.3 mm thik with the plutonium and uraniumoxides mixture. The ADS faility will be plaed in the main aeleratorhall equipped with radiation shielding. In the ase of essential variationsof radiation �elds and the danger aused by a possible seal failure of theMOX rods, an automated system will be installed for radiation monitoringinluding the volume ativities of gases and sprays in the installation. Theexperiene of monitoring the radiation level obtained at the pulsed reatorIBR-30 urrently operating at JINR will be used in this ase.3. Results of alulationsProperties of the experimental faility have been investigated by usingthe partile transport Dubna CASCADE ode. The alulated quantitieswere: dependene of the energeti gain G on the proton energy, the neutronmultipliation oe�ient and the neutron prodution for di�erent targetmaterials. We have onsidered a ylindrial ore with a PuO2;UO2 blanket,radius 25 m, and the target with di�erent materials (lead radius r=4 mor tungsten radius r=2 m). (See Fig. 1).The blanket was onsidered to be homogeneous with a omposition of:239Pu (11.02 %), 238U (33.85%), 235U(0.23%), O2 (5.93%), steel (20 %) andhelium as a oolant (30 %). The reator ore was surrounded by a steelvessel 2.0 m thik and a heavy onrete shielding about 30 m thik.The dependene of the energeti gain and the number of neutrons perproton produed in the system with the lead and tungsten targets at variousproton beam energies is presented in Fig. 2.The energeti gain G is a ratio of the heat produed in the devie to thebeam energy. A derease in the energy gain ( see Fig. 2(a)) at low energiesis aused by ionization losses of primary protons. For the supposed 650MeV energy of protons the energeti gain is only 22% less than for 1.5 GeV.The energeti gain for the lead target is 20% more than for the tungsten
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Fig. 2. Energeti gain G and the number of neutrons per proton produed in thesystem N=p vs inident proton energy T for ke� = 0:945�0:003. (The upper urve� for the lead target, the lower � for tungsten one.)target. The smaller number of neutrons in the system with tungsten target( see Fig. 2(b)) in omparison with the lead target is explained by a strongabsorption of �ssion neutrons in tungsten. Using ke� = 0:945 from Fig. 2(a)we �nd the average gain G = 30 for 650 MeV proton energy and G =38 for1.5 GeV proton energy. Assuming that the average proton beam intensityis equal to 2 1013 p/s (see Tabl. I) and the number of neutrons produed by650 MeV protons is 317 (Fig. 2(b), we obtain the total number of neutronsprodued in the system equal to 6.34 1015 n/s.The dependene of the energeti gain G and number of neutrons perproton produed in the system on neutron multipliation oe�ient ke� isshown in Fig. 3.Aording to Fig. 3(a), we have found that the Gaussian expression, withthe following parameters: enter= 1:112�0:002, width= 0:117�0.001, area=137:5�0.3, o�set= 19:6�0.1 an be used to alulate the ADS energeti gainfor 1.5 GeV protons. We de�ne the ommerial power Pom of ADS:Pom = PADS � Pa ;where: PADS � eletrial power of ADS, Pa � eletrial power of aeler-ator. Assume that the power of the 1.5 GeV proton aelerator is 20 MW,ke�=0.988, the ratio of the heat power of ADS to the beam power G=122(see Fig. 3(a)), aelerator e�ieny of 0.4 and the e�ieny transformationfrom heat into eletriity 1/3, we obtain ADS power PADS = 325 MW. Inthis ase the ommerial power will be Pom = 305 MW. Using k=0.988from Fig. 3(b), we �nd the number of neutrons per proton produed in the
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Fig. 3. Energeti gain G and the number of neutrons per proton produed in thesystem N=p vs neutron multipliation oe�ient ke� for the ore with the leadtarget and the blanket ontaining: 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 % of PuO2 at inident protonenergy 1.5 GeV (the upper urve) and 650 MeV (the lower points). The solid lineis Gaussian funtion for 1.5 GeV protons.system N=p =2850 for 1.5 GeV proton energy. The total intensity of theprodued neutrons in ommerial ADS will be 9:4 1019s�1. Neutron �ux inthis ase will be 2:5 1015s�1m�2. This �ux will be enough for ininerationof atinides inside the reator.4. Experimental programThe main goal of the experiment is to study physis of ADS. That iswhy we propose the following:� To study the energeti gain for di�erent target materials (lead, tung-sten, merury, natural uranium), di�erent urrent and energy of pro-tons;� To develop the monitoring on-line of the multipliation oe�ient ke�by orrelation methods;� to investigate the response of the subritial system (neutron produ-tion, number of �ssions) on the power, intensity and duration of theindividual proton pulse at di�erent levels of multipliation oe�ientvalues of the zone. Multipliation oe�ient values must be varied inthe interval 0.94�0.95 by means of the speial zone re�etors. Protonpulse duration will be varied from 5 to 20 miroseonds.
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